30 years on air

Station of The Year Entry 2010
year but would also define what URN
was all about. These weren’t rules to
be obeyed, but an overall concept to
work from, focussing our efforts from
the start. If we could put these in place
successfully, we could also get over one
of the biggest hurdles in student radio;
every year or so sees a massive turnover
in personnel and with it goes the sense
of progress and a lot of the continuity.
These ideals could put an end to this,
remaining the touchstone each new
generation refers to, and be what we
talk passionately about in another 30
years time when we go back to see how
things have changed.
Our 5 guiding principles

«

URN turned 30 this year, and like any
good student radio station we didn’t
need much of an excuse to have a party.
So to kick off the first semester we
invited some of the station’s alumni
back to see how things have changed,
got them to meet this year’s new
recruits and hopefully transmit some
of that excitement and enthusiasm
that had meant their time at URN was,
by their own admission, some of the
best of their lives. But what started
as an excuse to get together became a
turning point in URN’s year.
It began with a training
session and a simple question: ‘what
makes good radio?’ With the blend of
enthusiasm and experience in the room
we had plenty of responses to choose
from, but what increasingly became
apparent to us was that their answers
were not individual components- a good
presenter, a well-produced package- but
were attached to much bigger ideas,
ideas that could give the station its
identity and inspired people to be a
part of it. Whilst our new members
went away keen to try new things, the
station’s management realised we had
hit upon something that could define
our year and the years to come.
We saw an opportunity to create
some guiding principles that would not
only be our aims and objectives for this

We believe URN has to:
Put together a dedicated

team for every occasion

Be the connection

between students
and music
Trust in university
talent to provide an interesting

and diverse output

Ensure our station sound &
marketing reflects the kind

of noise students make

Maintain a website that’s

creative, interactive
and always relevant
They’re simple enough to grasp, but a
challenge to implement. We’ve used
them as our headings over the next
seven pages to show you how URN rose
to that challenge this year.
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A

DeDiCateD
team for

Week oNe

eveRy
occasion

Fergus Dufton

With 8000 new students arriving on
the first day of Week One, this was our
chance to not only be seen, but also to
make an initial connection, with a host
of potential listeners.
To do this we devised The Move
in Show but we faced two problems.
Firstly we had to make people aware
that the broadcast was even going on.
We had no advertising presence off
campus; so we prepared in advance
flyers to go in welcome packs, and
secured a feature in the undergraduate
handbook that every fresher receives.
The second was simply covering our
vast campus.
We assembled a team of
volunteers to cover every entrance, car
park and hall of residence to help out,
draw attention to the show on air and
give out branded coasters. The coaster’s
practical use made them more effective
than flyers and therefore less likely to
be discarded; in fact they were seen in
halls throughout the year.

Head of Daytime

“

The thing that has excited me most this
year is URN’s ability to bring together
enthusiastic, committed individuals
to form effective teams to cover every
event we have done. For me, this was
summed up during coverage of the
Summer Party. As the day drew to a

The Move-In Map

Left: societies on air at Freshers’ Fayre.
Right: freshers with our beer mats.

«

«

The last year has seen massive
improvement in our Daytime output,
maintaining a high level of consistency
in our schedule. Even though at first
this seemed beneficial to our listeners,
there are risks. A schedule built around
consistency can be stifling to presenters
and lead to bland, generic programming.
It can also be undermined by presenters

not knowing each other as every show
appears disconnected from the last.
To combat this we held a series
of social events throughout the year,
encouraging presenters to get to know
each other. This had a dramatic effect
off air, making Daytime a tighter unit
as a group of people, and on air, making
handovers much smoother. Presenters
now take an interest in each other’s
shows and we’ve noticed listeners stay

The interactive Move-In Map.

«

We wanted to involve freshers in our
broadcast, and decided text-ins about
mood and travelling were too long
winded and unlikely to yield good
results. Instead, we created the MoveIn Map; a way of including students
by encouraging them to simply tell
us where they had come from, which
we could add to a map on Google.
We received loads of texts and, using
our reps around campus, we added
hundreds of names to our map,
drawing them to our site to see the
results. Listeners even approached our
team with details for the map, having
listened on the way in.
The effort of URN members
meant The Move In Show was able to
make a positive impact on so many
students’ first day and ensured that we
had a host of new listeners for this year.

Clockwise: Week One stamp graphic, the Week One
mini-site and the Move-In Show logo.

DaytiMe

close we found ourselves in the
middle of torrential rain which
threatened the broadcast.
The team came to the
rescue, holding our
gazebo together through
the storm until it passed
even after being on air
for 10 hours! For me, this
dedication was symbolic
of what we had achieved
this year.

across handovers to listen to the next
programme, not just tuning in to hear
their friends.
When training new presenters
we encouraged people to stamp their
personality on their shows whilst
maintaining a professional approach.
The emphasis was not on telling people
what was right or wrong (very flexible
terms in student radio!) but giving them
the skills and guidance they needed to
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create something entirely their own.
The result being that whatever day a
listener tunes in to our request show,
Remote Control, for example they can
expect a consistent format and level
of professionalism but a very different
style of show from the previous day.
As a result of this year we have
a group of Daytime presenters who
are a fantastic collection of individual
personalities capable of creating diverse
and entertaining programming.

Covering Students Union Elections is
a mammoth undertaking. Following
over 30 candidates for 2 weeks requires
every part of URN to be involved to
cover everything that happens.
This year URN had massive
competition from other university
media outlets who were vying to provide
the best coverage. To come out on top
we had to co-ordinate the different
areas of the station successfully over
the 2 week period to produce the most
in-depth coverage.
The key for us was the elections
mini-site, which tied everything
together. But unless its contents were
relevant and regularly updated, it was
useless.
Over the 2 weeks the site was
updated with daily reports from our
news programme, the Pulse, informing

We speak to newly elected president Will Vickers at the end of elections night.
people about the positions they were
voting for. In week 2, The Elections
Show, a more light-hearted look at
elections was podcasted daily by a team
of Daytime presenters. URN’s photos,
Tweets and Facebook updates were
linked to the site, drawing people in
from those sites.
On results night the news
team clipped and uploaded the results
as they came whilst a production team
kept a minute by minute blog that
posted over 1000 updates. Led by a
single presenter, the live broadcast was
supported by a team of reporters: in the
count room, roving the floor and our
specialist debating team in the studio.
When the broadcast was threatened by
delays it was the untiring effort of our
team who ensured that the website was
constantly updated with new content

sUMMeR PaRty
The Summer Party is Europe’s largest
student run festival and we wanted
to bring all of the excitement and
atmosphere to our listeners.
We were heavily restricted on
how many people we could bring to the
festival and had to ensure we used the
people we had correctly.
The broadcast was split between
3 presenters and the remaining team
were tasked with bringing the best
parts of the festival to them, so they
could then bring it to the listeners
This was a risk as it relied on
the team finding fresh content all the
time so that presenters would not be
left with nothing to talk about. We

«

stUDeNts UNioN eleCtioNs

Left: the dedicated elections
night version of our site. Right:
the SU Elections min-site.

that locked listeners in and, when
we had to wait, ensured that it was
engrossing enough to keep them there.
Elections coverage was a huge
success for URN because we managed to
produce so much content in a variety of
formats that we also brought together
and presented to the listener in the
most accessible way possible.
had also secured artist interviews so
it was important we had people with
the knowledge to able to conduct them
professionally.
The team we brought were really
energised by the chance to be a part of
what is a unique broadcast in URN’s year.
On the day itself they constantly fed the
presenters crowd reactions, interviews
with the organisers and performers and
clips of their own experiences as well
as filming videos that were uploaded to
our website throughout the day.
It was through their hard work
that, despite being backstage and at risk
of appearing cut off from the crowds,
we were able give our listeners some of
the most complete coverage URN had
ever provided.

« Top: Summer Party mini-site, stamp graphic & our brodcast area

backstage. Bottom: students watching Example on the main stage at
Summer Party.
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music

CoNNeCtiNg
students
SpecialiSt muSic
under one brand

Head of Music

“
The After Dark homepage with our
unique way of filtering shows.

the shows that are right for them, and
share in the local music scene that’s
right on their doorstep.

Superband SeSSion bombaY bicYcle
club GiG

Nottingham’s local scene has long been
known for its fragmented nature, so
we wanted to see what we could do
to change this, buildings links with
local artists and introducing them to
students. The best example of this was
our creation of a local supergroup- 8
musicians from 4 of our favourite bands
came together to write and perform a
song from scratch in 2 hours across 1
live show. Everyone involved said how
valuable it had been to meet new people
and tickets for the bands’ local gigs have
been selling out on campus ever since.
Listen for yourself: the song is up and
available to download at urn1350.net.

My standout moment
from this year has
to be feeling the
bristling excitement
of 350 people queuing
impatiently to get into
the most talked about
gig on campus all year:
an acoustic set from Bombay Bicycle
Club organised by URN’s specialist
music brand, URN After Dark. We
used the gig to showcase our new
schedule; but, it also summed up
everything After Dark wanted to
achieve this year: bringing new
music to Nottingham’s students,
building mutually beneficial ties
with the music industry, and
reinforcing the idea that URN can
be the link between students and
the local music scene.

«

URN After Dark has grown to become
one of the strongest facets of URN.
Before 2008 there was no coherence
to specialist music, now we have a
dedicated team of DJs putting out
46 hours of programming a week,
organised into different genres each
night of the week. We’ve changed how
we train potential specialist music
DJs, away from the idea of a presenter
simply bringing an iPod down and
playing what they want for 2 hours,
and towards a show being an outlet
for someone’s musical passion. For
example; our Drum and Bass Show,
made up of members of DnB Society,
had links with club nights in town, so
gave away tickets and invited local DJs
onto their show for live mixes. All these
shows are brought together on the After
Dark mini-site where a strong brand is
mirrored in the posters and flyers that
can be seen across campus. It’s now
easier for students to pick and choose

Tom Whiter

When we launched the new schedule
for After Dark, we wanted a big event
to draw maximum attention to it.
We found the perfect foil in Bombay
Bicycle Club, a band on the rise and
looking to promote themselves and
the NME Tour they were a part of. But
it nearly didn’t happen. On the day,
with the acoustic set planned, venue
booked, and facebook group set up,
campus security picked up on the fact
that students would be turning up en
mass and wanted to close us down on
health and safety grounds. We had to
have emergency meetings with the SU
and security before they reluctantly let
us carry on. And we more than proved
ourselves. With 200 students having to
be turned away, we filled the intimate
venue, and those lucky enough to make
it in saw a performance to remember.

“

us lucky nottingham uni
students were treated to
a free, yes free, acoustic
set by bombay bicycle
club courtesy of ‘urn
after dark’.
- Oli Shilling, student
Read more on his Sucking Lemon’s Blog*

Local blogs gave us rave reviews and the
SU congratulated us on our handling of
the situation. More than that, we had
managed to turn what could have been
just a gig on campus into a launch event
for URN After Dark- every student
queuing got a flyer with the schedule
on and posters covered the venue. It
was a standout moment in URN’s year
and from the start associated us with
new music and a focal point for events
happening in town.

* http://suckinglemons.wordpress.com/2010/02/11/live-bombay-bicycle-club-acoustic-set-the-new-theatre-nottingham-9210-910/
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taleNt

in
tRUstiNg university
Zoe Sharp

Head of Speech

“

CaMPUs, NottiNghaM aND
stUDeNt NeWs

URN’s politcal debating
programme The Big Picture hosts
a live debate with Nottingham
students and local sixth formers
on the subject of tuition fees and
university funding.

of our listeners, and supported the
talent and hard work of our writers and
broadcasters, who in turn brought a
raft of new listeners to the station.

the sPoRt shoW
The Sports show was rejuvenated this
year with a range of different shows
and a new team of eager individuals,
each specialising in a different sport,
which meant they could cover a wide
array of material with authority and
informed opinion. But their relaxed
and informal manner meant it was
still easily accessible for students to
get involved. Throughout the year their
coverage of university sports drew in
a large amount of the vast numbers
of students involved in the Athletic
Union, but also built relationships
with the teams themselves; clubs
appreciated the press attention and in
return gave exclusive access to their
members. These connections proved

“

URN provides the full 360
Varsity coverage; its my
place for all that is Varsity!
- Alexandra Hingley, AU Officer

The Varsity series mini-site.

«

The Pulse’s main aim has always been to
broadcast news relevant to Nottingham
students, but this year the aim was to
improve the quality and depth of our
reports. Before, only anchors would
put together packages for broadcast
so we held a lot more training sessions
this year, now all members of the news
team, both old and new, were able to
research, record, edit and present a
package on a given topic.
We found that giving more
responsibility to our student-journalists
and producers working on The Pulse
each day made for much better reports.
Students had the confidence and skill
to produce a great piece of journalism
from the initial planning stages right
through to presenting the finished
package live on air.

The university is full of talented people,
which in previous years URN has not
made the most of. This year we provided
the air time for these people to create
shows that might not fit into regular
programming, offering an alternative
to the simple formula of ‘song + voice
= radio’. The News, Sport and Culture
brand ran from 5 till 7 each week day.
The first hour was always our News
Show, The Pulse, whilst the second
hour was given over to a diverse range
of programmes, entrusted to teams of
students all motivated by their shared
passion. They ranged from sports to
drama, arts to politics. We taught them
the basics and they did the rest. In so
doing we have allowed a vast selection of
shows on air which reflect the interests

«

Listening to our new drama show,
Off the Beat and Track, for the first
time was the highlight of my year.
This moment summed up what my
role was all about, finding students
who had something interesting to
say, and then providing a platform
for them to share their voice with
our listeners. This example of
hearing the team perform their
own written skits and routines
encapsulated the whole idea of what
the speech-based output of URN
was there for; to celebrate different
passions and interests for a student
audience.

CReatiNg a sPaCe FoR NeW
PRogRaMMes

invaluable when it came to covering
the Varsity series between Nottingham
and Nottingham Trent Universities.
As well as covering all 14 events live,
pre-match interviews and post-match
coverage was all uploaded to the Varsity
minisite, giving the teams the credit
they deserved.
The presenters themselves were
given the responsibility to become real
correspondents, honing their passion
into real skill. They went beyond the
university scene to become part of the
press team at Notts County FC and
interviewed the likes of Sven Goran
Eriksson and local boxing hero Carl
Froch.
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It’s the kiND

oF

Ben Townsend
Station Editor

“

One of the most exciting and
rewarding parts of my work this
year within URN has been the
creation and development of new
and original on-air imaging for
the Station. This year sees the
culmination of three years of work
on URN’s Station Sound, in which
we’ve gone from a single person
simply sticking some processing
on a vocal and calling it an Ident,
to a five-strong team of individuals
working creatively to develop
Station Sound more than ever
before!

statioN soUND
The highlight of our station sound
this year was the creation of the Ntro;
a concept we believe to be unique to
student radio. After the decision was
made to create an audio logo for URN
to enhance our on-air branding, the
production team began experimenting
with incorporating the new three-note
logo to the introductions of some of the
playlist tracks alongside vocal imaging.
This idea was inspired by Radio 1’s
famous ‘1tros’, and proved an instant
hit, both with the Presenters, and the
guests to the station who frequently
commented on their professionalism.
This is just one example of how URN’s
station sound has come on leaps and
bounds in the last 12 months. The
station now boasts (amongst many
other things) all-new news themes
and cuts that were composed and
produced entirely in-house, individual
show-starter idents for all the weekday
daytime shows, and a host of creative
trails for a multitude of different
purposes.

Noise

students

Student Voiceovers

This year, we seized the opportunity
to invigorate our imaging by bringing
student voices to our station and
replacing the commercial sounds of
Dave Kelly and Fran Guy, who we
decided had become stale-sounding
and out of touch with our audience. It
had been a great missed opportunity in
previous years not to include students in
this vital part of our station sound. This
campaign would allow us to create a lot
of additional exposure to the station by
holding campus-wide auditions. Using
a combination of website promotions
across our site and the Students’ Union,
coupled with a large poster campaign
we launched a week of ‘try-outs’ during
the ReFreshers Week at the start of the
second semester. The hunt for voices
was a great success as we auditioned
over 150 people before we found our
two voices.

Make

MaRketiNg
To make sure all our on-air efforts didn’t
go unnoticed, we had to tie each event
we wanted to promote to a coordinated
marketing plan. We didn’t just put up
posters and hand out flyers, we tailored
specific marketing for each occasion; so
when we re-launched our After Dark
schedule we had a free gig on campus
with Bombay Bicycle Club. We had a
banner put up in the busiest Friday
night club (Ocean) to promote the PreOcean Show that gives away tickets,
(now every week around 100 people
consistently enter the competition
to win them) and for SU events, like
Varsity and Elections Night, the
Union included us on the promotional
material they produced.

We took our voiceover campaign
to various SU events. Not only to
get the best voices, but to raise our
profile on campus.

We have used both Facebook and Twitter
more than ever before by utilising them
efficiently on our website and in-line
with our events which has seen an
increase of traffic to our site referred
from the two social networking sites.
Finally, as we planned each
show, we aimed to include as many
students as possible in our broadcasts.
This meant they would have a vested
interest in our output because they
had been part of it. But this would not
have been possible without the strong
and consistent marketing campaigns
that we supported the broadcasts
throughout.
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CReative,

interactive

oNliNe

relevant

Robin Murphy
Website Manager

“

The best part of the year for me was
getting the go-ahead to completely
redesign our website. It’s not often
that you get to design for a project
that you’re really passionate about so
I was excited to get started. I spent
most of my summer meticulously

contemplating every
detail of the new site
and I think it paid
off! We went live in
September and I spent
the rest of the year
developing new and
original features for the website.
The fact that we’re a student station
means that I can get creative ideas
online fast, without the neverending corporate approval process.

Clockwise: the brand new homepage including on demand news bulletin, a
daytime show page, an After Dark show page, the web player with relevant
content for the show that’s on-air and the After Dark homepage with its
genre filter bar.

«

Last year we began to generate a real
enthusiasm for creative and relevant
online content. This year we redesigned
every single page of our site from the
ground up to present that content in a
more attractive and interactive way.
The homepage was completely
redesigned to bring the best of our
content right to the forefront of the
site. For example; we added an on
demand news bulletin to the page for
the first time ever that is automatically
clipped and uploaded as soon as it’s
broadcast.
We introduced an incredibly
simple way for listeners to rate our
music: by adding a thumbs up and
thumbs down button next to the
currently playing track on every page.
This not only enabled presenters to get
instant reactions to the music they play,
but more importantly we used the data
to help the music team make informed
playlist decisions.
Our show pages were entirely
overhauled to bring together all of the
content from each show in one place.
Our web player now reacts to which
show’s being broadcast with relevant
content and social networking links
right in the player window. We let
users filter our specialist music shows
by genre so that they could find exactly
which parts of the schedule were
relevant to them.
All
year
we’ve
been
experimenting with the website to
find out just how much we can achieve
online. We learned how best to interact
with our listeners, having tried out
more new features than ever before.
The sheer scale of the website project
was a daunting prospect for everyone
involved at the start of the year. Now
though, twelve months later, we’re
glad we had the confidence to go
ahead with the redevelopment. We’re
already excited about the new features
that we’ll get to implement online
next year.

alWays

iN the stUDio
Thanks to our own bespoke audio
management system, designed inhouse with the same care and attention
as our website, we were able to introduce
a touch screen cartwall and lightning
fast music database to the studios.
Whilst we were at it, we completely
refitted the rooms to maximise space
and added additional screens to make
sure that everyone on a show can see
what’s going on. Our presenters now

get experience in studios that are much
closer to what they’d find in professional
stations. Perfect for when they end up
in their dream jobs!
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iMPaCt

This impact has seen the continued
improvement of URN’s already healthy
reputation within the university. This
was no more evident than when a
criticism of Students Unions Elections
terminology by one of our presenters
on The Elections Show was picked up on
by the SU. Noting the complaint, they
have now voted to change the term for
future elections.
But it didn’t just stop at the
SU listening to us; they trust us to take
a leading role in the coverage of The
Summer Party and Students Union
Elections whilst advertising us as the
primary media outlet for Move-In day
and Week One. Our handling of these
events meant that when we asked
the SU for their permission to host
our own events, such as the Bombay
Bicycle Club gig, they quickly accepted,
trusting us to organize and execute
them in a professional manner. Our
organization of this event in particular
not only enhanced our reputation in
the eyes of the university, but also in
the eyes of our listeners who went away
associating URN with top quality, new
music.
Our reputation continued
to grow as listeners realised we were

Growing Involvement

With a combination of our voiceover campaign reaching hundreds of
students, Freshers Fayre broadcasts
welcoming students from all areas
of the University to share their
enthusiasm for a particular society
or activity, Summer Party interaction
throughout the day with URN members
roaming the site and really integrating
themselves into the activities of the
festival, and far-reaching News and
Sports output welcoming various guests
(both students and professionals) to
their programmes almost every show,
we managed to have more students
than ever before not only involved with
our broadcasts, but actually on-air as
well, and this is just a small selection of
the some of the ways we achieved this.

text updates during
our 7-hour elections
night broadcast

713

STUDENTS JOINED
OUR BOMBAY
BICYCLE CLUB gIg
FACEBOOK EVENT

150

FRESHERS
WERE ADDED
TO OUR
MOVE-IN
MAP

HOURS OF PODCAST
AUDIO UPLOADED
TO OUR WEBSITE

Growing Reputation

aligned with local club nights and gave
away tickets to gigs and the biggest
clubs in the city. The Pre-Ocean Show, a
2 hour warm up to Nottingham’s most
popular Friday night out, regularly
received over 100 entrants hoping to
win Ocean tickets that were given away
on the show each week. Admittedly,
listeners probably tuned in for the
tickets, but by aligning ourselves with
the club nights, we could retain their
listenership by playing the kind of
music they were gearing up to enjoy
in the clubs and thus relating to their
nights out in a way no other station
could.

39

As you can see, implementing these
five guiding principles has been a year’s
worth of effort. We’ve had to negotiate
hurdles as diverse as competing with
emerging student media and saving
our equipment from being ruined by a
rainstorm. What kept us going was the
goal of creating a station that we would
still be proud of in another 30 years time.
What has been most exciting about this
year is seeing how following these five
guiding principles has enabled us to get
the best out of the station; every show,
every piece of production, every event
has been carefully considered to create
the biggest impact. Unsurprisingly, by
better focussing our ideas, we’ve had a
much larger impact on students than
we would have done otherwise.

PEOPLE WATCHED OUR
STATION EDITOR SEARCH
FOR CHOCOLATES IN A
BOWL OF FLOUR.

POSTS PUBLISHED
163 BLOG
TO OUR WEBSITE
Inspired by the celebration of our 30th
birthday, we set out this year to build
a station that we ourselves could be
proud of in years to come. Through our
efforts to implement our guidelines
laid out at the start, we hope you’ll
agree that in the last year, URN has
developed into a more unified station
that understands and constantly
strives to better its position within
the student experience to benefit our
listeners and everyone involved.
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